Hondententoonstelling ROTTERDAM
Keurmeester:
Beste v.h. Ras:

25 juli 2015
Dhr. J.M. Hansen (DK)
Sophie Amy v.d. Lage Nesse

TEVEN
OPENKLAS
1.

Sophie Amy v.d. Lage Nesse
Well balanced bitch; excellent type; well cut feminine head; typical expression; correct bite; good neck and topline;
well angulated in forehand, acceptable behind; well developed body; moves very well, a bit narrow behind; nice coat
and temper. 1 U, CAC/CACIB/BOB

2.

Ivana Isah fan’t Patrijzen Bos
Bitch of good size; feminine head in good proportions; correct bite; good neck; shoulder should be laid more back;
good topline; well angulated behind; well developed body; could be a bit deeper; moves very well, a bit narrow
behind; a bit short in front; good coat and temper. ZG
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Hondententoonstelling ROTTERDAM
Keurmeester:
Beste v.h. Ras:

26 juli 2015
Mw. A. Giura (RO)
Sophie Amy v.d. Lage Nesse

REUEN
JEUGDKLAS
1.

Jelt Wobbe Argos fan’t Patrijkzen Bos
Young male, in a good development; correct proportions at the head; correct bite; typical expression and topline;
body still in development; good ribcage and angulations; typical coat, just starting on the neck; correct tail. 1 U, RCAC

KAMPIOENSKLAS
1.

Brisco Barasya the Gloucester
Typical to the standard; important and correct head, muscular expression; very compact and correct body; right bones
and angulations; correct balance between head and body, also between the height and the length; correct coat and
movement. 1 U, CAC/CACIB

TEVEN
OPENKLAS
1.

Sophie Amy v.d. Lage Nesse
Typical and feminine; having the right proportions; correct head and expression; correct bite; beautiful expression;
typical and very correct ears; level topline and correct underline; correct angulation and typical coat. 1 U,
CAC/CACIB/BOB

2.

Ivana Isah fan’t Patrijzen Bos
Feminine; great character, happy all the time; correct proportions at the head; correct bite; the topline still
developing, not so strong yet; wide and good ribcage; right angulations and coat. 2 U

VETERANENKLAS
1.

Flora Haidy fan’t Patrijzen Bos
Plus 8 years old, in a great shape and typical to the standard; correct proportion between muzzle and skull; correct
bite; strong neck; body with substance and correctly build; right angulations and coat. 1 U, resCAC
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